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Abstra t
A fundamental problem of distributed omputing is that of simulating a se ure broad ast
hannel, within the setting of a point-to-point network. This problem is known as Byzantine
Agreement (or Generals) and has been the fo us of mu h resear h. Lamport, Shosta k and Pease
(1982) showed that in order to a hieve Byzantine Agreement in the plain model, more than two
thirds of the parti ipating parties must be honest. They further showed that by augmenting the
network with a publi -key infrastru ture for digital signatures, it is possible to obtain proto ols
that are se ure for any number of orrupted parties. The problem in this augmented model is
alled \authenti ated Byzantine Agreement".
In this paper we onsider the question of on urrent, parallel and sequential omposition
of authenti ated Byzantine Agreement proto ols with a single ommon setup. We present
surprising impossibility results showing that:
1. Authenti ated Byzantine Agreement proto ols that remain se ure under parallel or onurrent omposition (even for just two exe utions) and tolerate a third or more orrupted
parties, do not exist.
2. Deterministi authenti ated Byzantine Agreement proto ols that run for r rounds and
tolerate a third or more orrupted parties, an remain se ure for at most 2r 1 sequential
exe utions.
In ontrast, we present randomized proto ols for authenti ated Byzantine Agreement that remain se ure under sequential omposition, for any polynomial number of exe utions. We exhibit
two su h proto ols. In the rst proto ol an honest majority is required. In the se ond proto ol,
any number of parties may be orrupted; however, the omplexity of the proto ol is in the order
of 2n  n! for n parties. In order to have this polynomial in the se urity parameter k (used for
the signature s heme in the proto ol), this requires the overall number of parties to be limited
to O(log k= log log k ). The above results are a hieved due to a new proto ol for authenti ated
Byzantine Generals for three parties that an tolerate any number of faulty parties and omposes
sequentially.
Finally, we show that when the model is further augmented so that in ea h session, all the
parti ipating parties re eive a ommon session identi er that is unique to that session, then
any polynomial number of authenti ated Byzantine agreement proto ols an be on urrently
exe uted, while tolerating any number of orrupted parties.

Keywords: Authenti ated Byzantine Agreement, proto ol omposition, lower bounds, randomized
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1 Introdu tion
The Byzantine Agreement and Generals problems are amongst the most resear hed questions in
distributed omputing. Numerous variations of the problems have been onsidered under di erent
ommuni ation models, and both positive results (i.e., proto ols) and negative results (i.e., lower
bounds on eÆ ien y and fault toleran e) have been established. The reason for this vast interest
is the fa t that the Byzantine Generals problem is the algorithmi implementation of a broad ast
hannel within a point-to-point network. In addition to its importan e as a primitive in its own
right, broad ast is a key tool in the design of fault-tolerant distributed omputing and se ure
proto ols for multiparty omputation [24, 4, 9℄.
The problem of Byzantine Generals is (informally) de ned as follows. The setting is that of n
parties onne ted via a point-to-point network, where one party is designated as the General (or
dealer/sender) who holds an input message x 2 f0; 1g that it wishes to broad ast to all the other
parties. In addition, there is an adversary who ontrols up to t of the parties and an arbitrarily
deviate from the designated proto ol spe i ation. The aim of the proto ol is to se urely simulate
a broad ast hannel. Thus, rst and foremost, all (honest) parties must re eive the same message.
Furthermore, if the General is honest, then the message re eived by the honest parties must be
x (i.e., the adversary is unable to ause honest parties to re eive the wrong message when the
General is honest). Finally, all honest parties are guaranteed to re eive output (i.e., the adversary
annot arry out a \denial of servi e" atta k). In the related Byzantine Agreement problem, all
parties begin with an input and the aim is for all parties to \agree" on the same value, with a
validity requirement that if all honest parties have the same input value, then this value must
be the agreed-upon output. We note that in the ase of an honest majority, these problems are
essentially equivalent, in that a solution to one implies a solution to the other.
Pease et al. [31, 28℄ provided a solution to the Byzantine Agreement and Generals problems
in the so- alled plain model. In this model, a omputationally unbounded adversary intera ts
with parties that are onne ted via point-to-point ommuni ation lines (and it is assumed that the
adversary annot blo k any messages that the parties send to ea h other). We remark that there is
no setup phase assumed in this model. For their solution, the number of orrupted parties, t, must
be less than n=3. Furthermore, they omplemented this result by showing that the requirement for
t < n=3 is in fa t inherent. That is, no proto ol that solves the Byzantine Agreement or Generals
problem in the plain model an tolerate a third or more orrupted parties.
The above bound on the number of orrupted parties in the plain model is a severe limitation.
It is therefore of great importan e to nd a di erent (and realisti ) model in whi h it is possible to
a hieve higher fault toleran e. One possibility involves augmenting the plain model in a way that
enables the authenti ation of messages that are sent by the parties. By authenti ation, we mean
the ability to as ertain that a message was in fa t sent by a spe i party, even when not dire tly
re eived from that party. We stress that what is needed here is the ability to prove to a third
party the identity of the sender of a message. This an be a hieved using a trusted prepro essing
phase in whi h a publi -key infrastru ture for digital signatures (e.g. [34, 26℄) is set up . We all
this the authenti ated model. Pease et al. and Lamport et al. [31, 28℄, and later [13℄, use su h an
augmentation and obtain a proto ol for the Byzantine Agreement and Generals problems that an
tolerate any number of orrupted parties.
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We note that this typi ally requires that the adversary be omputationally bounded. However, there exist
prepro essing algorithms that do not require any omputational assumptions; see [32℄.
1
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1.1

Se urity under Composition

As stated, a ommon use of Byzantine Generals is to substitute a broad ast hannel in multiparty
proto ols resulting in the BG proto ol being exe uted many times. This is alled proto ol omposition. Thus, we must onsider the important question of whether the authenti ated proto ols
also remain se ure under su h a omposed exe ution. As we show in Se tion 2.3, it is not diÆ ult
to prove that the unauthenti ated proto ol of Pease et al. [31℄, and in fa t all proto ols in the
plain model, do ompose on urrently (and hen e in parallel and sequentially). There are various
issues that need to be addressed when dis ussing omposition in general and spe i ally in the
authenti ated model.
1. Common set-up. As we mentioned, in order to enable signature apabilities there must
be a trusted prepro essing phase to set it up. In the setting of omposition we assume a
ommon setup for all exe utions. We argue that this is the natural extension to the standalone authenti ated model. An alternative extension is to have a di erent setup for ea h
exe ution. However, these setups are ostly in ommuni ation and omputation and it is
unrealisti to require trusted help for every proto ol exe ution that takes pla e. We therefore
onsider a ommon prepro essing phase, meaning that all proto ols use the same underlying
me hanism and information in order to generate and verify signatures.
2. Stateless and unique IDs models. In this work we onsider two settings for the exe ution
of a Byzantine Generals proto ol. The rst is a losed system with a entral ontrol entity
that an issue IDs to pro esses. Every invo ation of a proto ol is onsidered as a sub-routine
of the system itself and is provided with a unique ID. An example for this would be an au tion
system that is exe uted as stand alone proto ol and invokes multiple BG proto ols to whi h
it transfers a unique ID for ea h invo ation. The se ond setting is one with no entral entity
and thus proto ols do not have distinguishing IDs. This latter ase is alled stateless be ause
there is nothing that is ommon to di erent exe utions beyond the ommon setup. This is
basi ally how proto ols are exe uted in the Internet.
We stress that in both settings, ea h proto ol exe ution is run obliviously of the other exeutions taking pla e.
3. Types of omposition. The variations in s heduling of the exe utions of the omposed
proto ols yield di erent types of ompositions: sequential, parallel and on urrent. In sequential omposition, ea h exe ution begins stri tly after the prior exe utions have terminated.
In parallel omposition, all exe utions begin at the same time and pro eed at the same rate.
Finally, in on urrent omposition, the adversary has full ontrol over when exe utions begin
and at what rate they pro eed. When only multiple invo ations of a single proto ol are being
exe uted in the system this is also known as self omposition.
Despite the importan e of understanding the se urity of proto ols under omposition, most existing
work (in both the standard and authenti ated models) fo used on the se urity and orre tness of
proto ols in the stand-alone model only. The rst to noti e that omposition of authenti ated
Byzantine Agreement and Generals with t > n=3 is problemati were Gong et al. [27℄, who also
suggest methods for over oming the problem. Our work shows that these suggestions and any
others are in fa t futile be ause omposition in this model, without unique IDs and where more
than a third of the parties are orrupt, is impossible.
2

1.2

Our Results

Stateless Authenti ated Byzantine Generals. Our rst result is a proof that stateless, au-

thenti ated Byzantine General/Agreement proto ols (indeed even randomized) annot be omposed
in parallel (and thus on urrently) using a ommon setup, unless more than two thirds of the parties are honest. Re all that authenti ation was added in order to ir umvent the bound on the
fault toleran e and did in fa t a hieve this in the stand-alone model. Yet, our result shows that despite popular belief, this enhan ement does not provide the ability to improve fault toleran e when
omposition is required. That is, if there is a need for stateless parallel or on urrent omposition,
then the number of orrupted parties annot be n=3 or more, and hen e the authenti ated model
provides no advantage over the plain model. This result is summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem 1 There does not exist a proto ol for stateless authenti ated Byzantine General/Agreement
that remains se ure under parallel omposition (even for just two exe utions) when a third or more
parties are orrupted.

We prove Theorem 1 by showing that there annot be a three-party proto ol that omposes in
parallel even if two exe utions are being arried out. Then using the te hniques of Lamport et al.
[28℄ we extend this proof to give us the above theorem.
Theorem 1 relates to the infeasibility of parallel (and therefore on urrent) omposition yet
does not imply anything regarding sequential omposition. Sequential omposition is usually taken
for granted, partly due to the fa t that se urity under the standard (stand-alone) de nitions for
se ure multiparty omputation implies se urity under sequential omposition [5℄. However, this
\sequential omposition theorem" for se ure omputation only holds when no joint state between
proto ols is used. The theorem therefore does not ne essarily hold for authenti ated Byzantine
Agreement, where the parties use the same publi -key infrastru ture in all exe utions. Note that,
the existen e of the publi -key infrastru ture is what enables higher fault toleran e in the standalone setting. However, it is also the sour e of diÆ ulty under omposition. Indeed, it turns out
that the known proto ols for authenti ated Byzantine Agreement [31, 28, 13℄ do not remain se ure
under sequential omposition, and an easily be \broken" in this setting.
We show that this is not a parti ular problem with the proto ols of [31, 28, 13℄. Rather, lower
bounds a tually hold for all deterministi proto ols. In parti ular, any deterministi proto ol for
authenti ated Byzantine Agreement with a ommon setup that runs for r rounds and tolerates
t  n=3 orrupted parties, an remain se ure for at most 2r 1 sequential exe utions. That is,
Theorem 2 Let  be a deterministi proto ol for authenti ated Byzantine Agreement that terminates within r rounds of ommuni ation and remains se ure under sequential omposition for 2r
or more exe utions. Then  an tolerate at most t < n=3 orrupted parties.
In ontrast, using randomization we obtain a proto ol for authenti ated Byzantine Generals with
a ommon setup that remains se ure for any polynomial number of sequential exe utions, and
tolerates t < n=2 orrupted parties. Our proto ol uses the (unauthenti ated) Byzantine Agreement
proto ol of Fitzi and Maurer [17℄ who onsidered a model where the parties have a ess to an ideal
three-party broad ast primitive. In this model, [17℄ present a Byzantine Generals proto ol that
tolerates t < n=2 orrupted parties.
2

2
We note that our lower bound holds as long as the a tual proto ol is deterministi , even though the setup phase
(say, for a publi -key infrastru ture for digital signatures) is randomized. Furthermore, when talking about signatures
we will assume an ideal fun tionality of a signature operation (see [6℄ for su h an ideal fun tionality) and prove our
laims in that setting. Thus, we remove the randomness that an be asso iated with the signature.
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In order to use the proto ol of [17℄ we introdu e a new authenti ated Byzantine Generals
proto ol for three parties that remains se ure under sequential omposition. We prove the following
theorem:
Theorem 3 There exists a randomized proto ol for authenti ated Byzantine Generals for three

parties that tolerates any number of faulty parties and remains se ure under sequential omposition.

Substituting the proto ol from Theorem 3 in the Fitzi-Maurer proto ol (instead of the three-party
broad ast primitive) yields an authenti ated proto ol that tolerates t < n=2 orrupted parties and
remains se ure under sequential omposition. Thus, we prove:
Theorem 4 Assume that there exists a signature s heme that is existentially se ure against hosenmessage atta ks. Then, there exists a randomized proto ol for authenti ated Byzantine Generals,
that tolerates t < n=2 orrupted parties and remains se ure under sequential omposition for any
polynomial number of exe utions.

We also present a randomized Byzantine Generals proto ol that tolerates any number of orrupted
parties, and remains se ure under sequential omposition for any polynomial number of exe utions.
However, the number of messages sent in this proto ol is exponential in the number of parties.
Therefore, it an only be used when the overall number of parties is logarithmi in the se urity
parameter of the signature s heme (a tually, the number of parties must be O(log k= log log k),
where k is the se urity parameter). We note that this is not merely an issue of eÆ ien y, but
also of se urity. By de nition, a signature s heme is only guaranteed to be se ure when used a
polynomial, in k, number of times, and when all parties in luding the adversary, run in polynomialtime. Despite the above, this proto ol is interesting for two reasons. First, it suÆ es when the
number of parti ipating parties is \small". Se ond, it an be ombined with the proto ols of [10℄
in order to a hieve the following result:
Theorem 5 Assume that there exists a signature s heme that is existentially se ure against hosen-

message atta ks. Then, for any onstant 0 <  < 1 there exists a randomized authenti ated Byzantine Generals proto ol for any number n parties, that tolerates t < (1 )n orrupted parties and
remains se ure under sequential omposition for any polynomial number of exe utions.

Authenti ated Byzantine Generals Using Unique Identi ers. As will be apparent from

the proof of Theorem 1, the obsta le to a hieving a se ure solution in the setting of omposition
is the fa t that honest parties annot tell in whi h exe ution of the proto ol a given message was
sent, i.e. there is no \binding" between the message and a spe i exe ution of the proto ol. This
allows the adversary to \borrow" messages from one exe ution and use them in another, enabling
an atta k on the proto ols. However, if ea h proto ol has a unique session identi er then this
resolves the issue of the \binding" be ause the unique session ID an be signed together with the
message. We thus prove:
Theorem 6 Assume that there exists a signature s heme that is existentially se ure against hosenmessage atta ks. Then, there exists a proto ol for authenti ated Byzantine Generals that tolerates
any t < n orrupted parties, and remains se ure under on urrent omposition in a model where
unique session identi ers are allo ated to every exe ution.

4

The question of the existen e of unique session identi ers is an interesting one, though out of the
s ope of this paper. However, as we have mentioned there are losed systems where su h ID's are
readily available. When talking about the Internet setting this seems to be a very strong assumption. For example, requiring the on-line parti ipation of a trusted party who assigns identi ers to
every exe ution is very diÆ ult, if not impossible, to realize. Furthermore, if su h a party existed
it ould just be used to dire tly implement the broad ast.
To on lude, our results strengthen the ommon belief that session identi ers are ne essary for
a hieving authenti ated Byzantine Generals. This is derived from the fa t that when unique session
identi ers are available they an be in orporated into the authenti ated Byzantine Agreement to
enable omposition. Furthermore, our results demonstrate that if the system does not provide
these identi ers by some entralized ontrol, then su h identi ers annot be generated by the parties
in the system. To see this, noti e that by Theorem 6, if it were possible to obtain su h session
identi ers then it would be possible to a hieve authenti ated Byzantine agreement for any number
of orrupted parties in the on urrent setting. However, this ontradi ts Theorem 1. Thus, one
must assume the existen e of some trusted external means for distributing unique and ommon
identi ers.
1.3

Further Dis ussions

Stand-Alone versus Composition. Our result demonstrates that a hieving se urity under

omposition (even a relatively weak type of omposition su h as two-exe ution parallel omposition)
an be stri tly harder than a hieving se urity in the stand-alone model. We note that su h a
\separation" between stand-alone se urity and se urity under omposition an be made on many
levels. One type of separation would state that proto ols that are stand-alone se ure are not
ne essarily se ure under omposition (this is the type of separation demonstrated regarding the
parallel omposition of zero-knowledge proto ols [23℄ where in ontrast [19℄ presents a parallelse ure proto ol). A stronger separation may state that more omputational resour es are needed
for a hieving se urity under omposition than in the stand-alone setting (the bla k-box lower bounds
for on urrent zero-knowledge are a tually separations of this kind; e.g., see [7℄ and in ontrast [1℄).
However, the separation proven here is far stronger. It states that in the setting of omposition, a
ertain natural problem (i.e., se ure broad ast with a third or more orruptions, a ommon setup,
and no ommon and unique identi ers) annot be solved by any proto ol, whereas solutions do exist
for the stand-alone ase. Thus, the additional diÆ ulty of obtaining se urity under omposition is
not only with respe t to proto ol design, but also with respe t to what problems an and annot
be solved.
Impli ations for Se ure Multiparty Computation. In the setting of se ure multiparty om-

putation, a set of parties with possibly private inputs wish to arry out a omputation on those
inputs ( lassi ally, to ompute a given fun tion f of all of the inputs). The omputation is required
to preserve a number of se urity properties (priva y, orre tness and more), even in the presen e of
mali ious/Byzantine adversarial behavior. For more information on de nitions and basi results,
see [20, 21℄. As we have mentioned, one important use for Byzantine Generals proto ols is to substitute a broad ast hannel that may be assumed in the design of multiparty proto ols. In fa t, many
(if not most) proto ols for se ure multiparty omputation assume a broad ast hannel to simplify
the des ription of the proto ols (e.g. [24, 4, 9℄). The impli it laim in these works was that this
broad ast hannel an be substituted by a Byzantine Generals proto ol without any ompli ations.
When the entire system is omprised of a single exe ution of a multiparty proto ol, then the
5

substitution of the broad ast with a BG proto ol is possible. This is trivially a omplished by
having the MPC proto ol lo ally generate unique IDs for its subproto ol invo ations of BG. As the
MPC proto ol is the only proto ol running in the system these IDs are unique for the whole system.
However, when these multiparty proto ols are exe uted on urrently in a system without a entral
ontrol then the top level MPC proto ols do not themselves have unique identi ers. Thus, when an
MPC proto ol alls the BG proto ols as subroutines it an provide them with unique IDs within
the spe i MPC proto ol, but learly these IDs are not unique within the larger system in whi h
the MPC proto ol is running. Hen e, Theorem 1 shows that the use of authenti ated Byzantine
Generals as a substitute for a broad ast hannel in a top layer proto ol prevents the omposition
of the top layer proto ol, even if it is se ure under omposition when using a physi al broad ast
hannel. Thus, in order to enable omposition of multiparty proto ols there either needs to be a
physi al broad ast hannel or more than two thirds of the parties must be honest.
Related Work. The topi of proto ol omposition has re eived mu h attention. However, until

re ently, most of these works have fo used on the problem of zero-knowledge and on urrent zeroknowledge, see [23, 12, 33, 7, 1℄ for just a few examples. It is instru tive to ompare our results to
the work of Goldrei h and Kraw zyk [23℄ on zero-knowledge. They show that there exist proto ols
that are zero-knowledge when exe uted stand-alone, and yet do not remain zero-knowledge when
omposed in parallel (even twi e). Thus, they show that zero-knowledge does not ne essarily
ompose in parallel. However, zero-knowledge proto ols that ompose in parallel do exist (for
example, see [19℄). In ontrast, we show that it is impossible to obtain any proto ol for Byzantine
Agreement that will ompose in parallel (even twi e).
If we allow various relaxations to the model then the impossibility results of this work an be
ir umvented. Motivated by our work, [2℄ show that if you are willing to remove the requirement
that honest parties must always su essfully omplete the proto ol and re eive output, then it
is possible to generate unique identi ers in the on urrent setting. Goldwasser and Lindell [25℄
show how a minor relaxation of the requirements on se ure omputation an be used in order to
repla e a broad ast hannel by a simple two-round e ho-broad ast proto ol that remains se ure
under omposition. In similar work [15, 16℄, it was shown how to onstru t (randomized) proto ols
for weak Byzantine Generals that tolerate any number of orrupted parties and do not require
any setup assumptions. Furthermore, it was shown how to use these proto ols to obtain se ure
omputation (without the relaxation required by [25℄).
For other work on the topi of proto ol omposition, mainly related to general se ure multiparty
omputation, we refer the reader to [3, 30, 5, 11, 18, 6℄. We also remark on an interesting onne tion
between our work and the UC omposition theorems of [6, 8℄. In the UC framework of [6℄, it is
assumed that there exist unique and ommon session identi ers for every exe ution, and this is
utilized in an essential way for proving the se urity of proto ols. To some extent, our work an be
seen as an explanation as to why unique session identi ers are needed in this framework.

2 De nitions
2.1

Computational Model

We onsider a setting involving n parties, P ; : : : ; Pn, that intera t in a syn hronous point-to-point
network. In su h a network, ea h pair of parties is dire tly onne ted, and it is assumed that the
adversary annot modify messages sent between honest parties. Ea h party is formally modeled by
an intera tive Turing ma hine with n 1 pairs of in oming and outgoing ommuni ation tapes (one
1
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pair for ea h party). The ommuni ation of the network pro eeds in syn hronized rounds, where
ea h round onsists of a send phase followed by a re eive phase. In the send phase of ea h round,
the parties write messages onto their outgoing ommuni ation tapes, and in the re eive phase, the
parties read the ontents of their in oming ommuni ation tapes.
This paper refers to the authenti ated model, where some type of trusted prepro essing phase is
assumed. This is modeled by all parties also having an additional setup-tape that is generated during
the prepro essing phase. Typi ally, in su h a prepro essing phase, a publi -key infrastru ture of
signature keys is generated. That is, ea h party re eives its own se ret signing key, and in addition,
publi veri ation keys asso iated with all other parties. This enables parties to use a signature
s heme to authenti ate messages that they re eive (see Se tion 2.4), and is thus the sour e of the
name \authenti ated". However, we stress that our lower bound holds for all possible prepro essing
pro esses, even those that annot be eÆ iently generated. See De nition 3 for a formal de nition
of this model.
The adversarial model that we onsider is one where the adversary ontrols up to t  n of the
parties P ; : : : ; Pn for some threshold parameter t: These adversary- ontrolled parties are said to be
orrupted. The adversary re eives the orrupted parties' views and determines the messages that
they send. These messages need not be a ording to the proto ol exe ution, but rather an be
omputed by the adversary as an arbitrary (eÆ iently omputable) fun tion of its view.
Our proto ols for authenti ated Byzantine Agreement that remain se ure under sequential omposition rely on the se urity of signature s hemes, and thus assume that adversaries (and, of ourse,
honest parties) are limited to probabilisti polynomial-time. In ontrast, our impossibility results
hold for adversaries (and honest parties) whose running time is of any omplexity. In fa t, the
adversary that we onstru t to prove our lower bounds is of the same omplexity as the honest
parties. Therefore, our lower bounds hold also for (ineÆ ient) proto ols where the honest parties
do an exponential amount of work.
In this paper we onsider two di erent models of orruption: adaptive orruptions and stati
(non-adaptive) orruptions. In the adaptive adversarial model, the adversary an hoose to orrupt
parties at any point during the omputation, with the only limitation being that at most t parties
may be orrupted. Furthermore, the hoi e of whi h parties to orrupt (if any) an be made
adaptively, as a fun tion of its view. In ontrast, in the stati adversarial model, the set of at most
t orrupted parties is xed before the omputation begins. We prove our proto ols for adaptive
adversaries and our lower bounds for stati adversaries (thereby strengthening the results).
1

2.2

Byzantine Generals and Byzantine Agreement

The existing literature de nes two related problems: Byzantine Generals and Byzantine Agreement.
In the Byzantine Generals problem, there is one designated party, the General or dealer, who wishes
to broad ast its value to all the other parties. The requirements on su h proto ols are agreement
(meaning that all honest parties must output the same value) and validity (meaning that if the
dealer is honest, then all honest parties output its value orre tly). Thus, stated di erently, the
Byzantine Generals problem is that of a hieving se ure broad ast. In the Byzantine Agreement
problem, ea h party has an input and the parties wish to agree on a value. Here too the requirements
are agreement (meaning the same as above) and validity. However, in the Byzantine Agreement
problem, the validity ondition states that if a majority of the parties are honest and they all begin
with the same value, then they must terminate with that value.

7

Byzantine Generals versus Byzantine Agreement. The Byzantine Generals and Agreement

problems are losely related. First, any proto ol for Byzantine Generals (or se ure broad ast)
an be used to solve the Byzantine Agreement problem. Furthermore, when assuming an honest
majority (in whi h ase the Byzantine Agreement validity ondition applies), the other dire tion
also holds. However, in the general ase, where any number of parties may be orrupted, it is
not known whether or not a Byzantine Agreement proto ol an be used to solve the Byzantine
Generals problem. This disparity is due to the fa t that the validity ondition of the Byzantine
Agreement problem only has meaning when a majority of the parties are honest, whereas the
validity requirement for the Byzantine Generals problem is also appli able when a majority of the
parties are orrupted. Therefore, when there is no honest majority these two notions annot be
ompared as Byzantine Agreement is unde ned while the Byzantine Generals is.
Given the above relationships between BG and BA in this paper, we prove our impossibility
results and proto ols for the Byzantine Generals problem. This provides the most generality as our
proto ols yield proto ols also for Byzantine Agreement. Furthermore, our impossibility results for
Byzantine Generals also apply to Byzantine Agreement for the ase of an honest majority.
In the de nitions below, we relax the standard requirements on proto ols for the above Byzantine problems in that we allow a proto ol to fail with probability that is negligible in some se urity
parameter. This relaxation is needed as there ould be randomized proto ols that would solve the
problem, but might introdu e a probability of error. Formally, the Byzantine Generals problem is
de ned as follows:
De nition 1 (Byzantine Generals { stand-alone): Let

P1 ; : : : ; Pn 1 and G = Pn be n parties, let
be a designated party with input x 2 f0; 1g and let A be an (adaptive or stati ) adversary who
an ontrol up to t of the parties, in luding G. Then, a proto ol solves the Byzantine Generals
problem, tolerating t orruptions, if for any adversary A the following two properties hold (ex ept
with negligible probability):

G

1.
2.

Agreement: All honest parties output the same value.
Validity: If G is honest and has input x, then all honest parties output x.

We denote a proto ol for

n

parties that tolerates

t

orruptions by

BGn;t .

In the setting of Byzantine Agreement, the validity property states that if \enough" of the parties
are honest (i.e., un orrupted), and they all begin with the same input value, then they must output
that value.
De nition 2 (Byzantine Agreement { stand-alone): Let

P1 ; : : : ; Pn be n parties with asso iated
inputs x1 ; : : : ; xn and let A be an (adaptive or stati ) adversary who an ontrol up to t of the
parties. Then, a proto ol solves the Byzantine Agreement problem, tolerating t orruptions, if for
any adversary A the following two properties hold (ex ept with negligible probability):

1.
2.

Agreement: All honest parties output the same value.
Validity: If more than n=2 parties are honest, and they all have the same input value x, then
all honest parties output x.
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Authenti ated Byzantine proto ols: In the model for authenti ated Byzantine Generals and

Agreement, some trusted prepro essing phase is run before any exe utions begin. In this phase, a
trusted party distributes keys to every parti ipating party. Formally,
De nition 3 (Authenti ated Byzantine Generals and Agreement { stand-alone): A proto ol for
authenti ated Byzantine Generals/Agreement

following augmentation:
 Ea h party has an additional

is a Byzantine Generals/Agreement proto ol with the

setup-tape.

 Prior to the proto ol exe ution, a trusted party

hooses a series of strings s1 ; : : : ; sn a ording
to some distribution, and sets party Pi 's setup-tape to equal si (for every i = 1; : : : ; n).
Following the above prepro essing stage, the proto ol is run in the standard ommuni ation model
for Byzantine Generals/Agreement proto ols. The requirements of Agreement and Validity need to
be satis ed as in the non-authenti ated setting. These properties are a hieved with high probability
of error and in this ase the probability of error is taken also over the hoi es of the set-up tape.
We denote an authenti ated Byzantine Generals proto ol for n parties that tolerates t orruptions
by ABGn;t .

It is ru ial to note that the di erent si values in the setup phase may be dependent. Therefore,
given si it is not (ne essarily) possible to sample the sj values for j 6= i. This is a ru ial point
that illustrates why the proof of Proposition 2.1 below (that relates to the omposability in the
plain unauthenti ated setting) does not arry over to the authenti ated model. Of ourse, if it
were possible to sample the sj values oneself, there would be no need for an external, trusted
phase. Rather, the parties ould arry out the setup themselves. As we have mentioned, a natural
example of su h a prepro essing phase is one where the strings s ; : : : ; sn onstitute a publi -key
infrastru ture for digital signatures. That is, the trusted party hooses veri ation and signing keypairs (vk ; sk ); : : : ; (vkn ; skn) from a se ure signature s heme, and sets the ontents of party Pi 's
tape to equal si(ski ; vk ; : : : ; : : : ; vkn ). In other words, all parties are given their own signing key
and the veri ation keys of all the other parties (the dependen e mentioned above is very evident
in this lassi ase). We note that this prepro essing phase an also be used to hoose a ommon
referen e string to be a essed by all parties (in this ase, all the si 's are set to the same referen e
string).
We remark that the above-de ned prepro essing phase is very strong. First, it is assumed that
it is run ompletely by a trusted party. Furthermore, there is no omputational bound on the power
of the trusted party generating the keys. Nevertheless, our impossibility results hold even for su h
a prepro essing phase. On the other hand, our positive results hold with an eÆ iently implemented
set-up.
1

1

1

1

2.3

Composition of Proto ols

This paper deals with the se urity of authenti ated Byzantine Generals/Agreement proto ols under omposition. In general, the notion of \proto ol omposition" refers to a setting where the
parti ipating parties are involved in many proto ol exe utions. Furthermore, the honest parties
parti ipate in ea h exe ution as if it is running in isolation (and therefore obliviously of the other
exe utions taking pla e). In parti ular, this means that honest parties are not required to oordinate between di erent exe utions or remember the history of past exe utions. Requiring parties to
oordinate between exe utions is highly undesirable and sometimes may even be impossible (e.g.,
it is hard to imagine su essful oordination between proto ols that are designed independently
9

of ea h other). In ontrast to the honest parties, we assume that the adversary may oordinate
its a tions between the proto ol exe utions. This asymmetry is due to the fa t that some level of
oordination is learly possible. Thus, although it is undesirable to rely on it in the onstru tion of
proto ols, it would be areless to assume that the adversary annot utilize it to some extent. This
notion of proto ol omposition is alled stateless omposition. We note that in stateless omposition, the parties run identi al opies of the proto ol in ea h exe ution. This implies, for example,
that there is no information that is externally provided to the parties and is unique for every exeution, like a ommon session identi er. (See the Introdu tion for a dis ussion on session identi ers
and their role.) Formally, omposition is aptured by the following pro ess:
De nition 4 (Composition): Let P1 ; : : : ; Pn be parties for an authenti ated Byzantine Generals/Agreement proto ol (ABG/ABA) . Then,  remains se ure under sequential (resp., parallel
or on urrent) omposition if for every polynomial-time (adaptive or stati ) adversary A, the requirements for Byzantine Generals/Agreement hold for  for every exe ution within the following
pro ess:
 Run the prepro essing phase asso iated with  and obtain the strings s1; : : : ; sn. Then, for every
i, set the setup-tape of Pi to equal si .

 Repeat the following pro ess sequentially (resp., in parallel or

on urrently) until the adversary
halts:
1. The adversary A hooses:
 ABG - input x for party (w.l.o.g) P1 = G
 ABA - inputs x1 ; : : : ; xn for parties P1; : : : ; Pn .
2. For every honest party Pi , the value xi is written on its input tape, and a uniformly (and
independently) hosen random string is written on its random-tape.
3. All parties are invoked for an exe ution of  (using the strings generated in the preproessing phase above). As in a stand-alone exe ution, the messages sent by the orrupted
parties are determined by the adversary A, whereas all other parties follow the instru tions
of .

We stress that the prepro essing phase is exe uted only on e, and that all exe utions use the strings
distributed in this phase. This fa t means that there is a dependen y between the exe utions, whi h
is a ru ial point in the proof of the lower bounds. If we were to have a separate and independent
prepro essing phase for ea h invo ation of the proto ol then the lower bounds would no longer
hold (of ourse, su h an assumption is highly unreasonable in most settings). Furthermore, we
note that De nition 4 implies that all honest parties are oblivious of the other exe utions that
have taken pla e (or that are taking pla e in parallel). This is impli it in the fa t that in ea h
exe ution the parties are invoked with no additional state information, beyond the ontents of their
input, random and setup tapes (i.e., the omposition is stateless). In ontrast, the adversary A
an oordinate between the exe utions, and its view at any given time in ludes all the messages
re eived in all the exe utions. Finally, noti e that the adversary is given the power to adaptively
hoose the inputs in ea h exe ution. We remark that our impossibility results hold even if all the
inputs are xed ahead of time.
3

The analogous de nition for the omposition of unauthenti ated Byzantine Generals/Agreement is derived from
De nition 4 by removing the referen e to the prepro essing stage and setup-tapes.
3
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Before ontinuing, we show that any Byzantine Generals (or Agreement) proto ol in the standard
model, (i.e. unauthenti ated) omposes on urrently. Intuitively, this holds be ause the parties
have no se ret input and so all but one exe ution an be internally simulated, thereby redu ing the
setting of omposition to the stand-alone setting . In ontrast, our work fo uses on the diÆ ulties
aused by omposing Authenti ated Byzantine Generals (or Agreement).
Proposition 2.1 Let  be a proto ol that solves the Byzantine Generals (resp. Agreement) problem
in the plain model and tolerates t orruptions. Then,  solves the Byzantine Generals (resp.,
Agreement) problem under on urrent omposition, and tolerates t orruptions.
Proof (sket h): We redu e the se urity of  under on urrent omposition to its se urity for a
single exe ution. Assume by ontradi tion that there exists an adversary A who runs N on urrent
exe utions of , su h that with non-negligible probability, in one of the exe utions the outputs
of the parties do not meet the requirement on a Byzantine Generals (resp., Agreement) proto ol.
Then, we onstru t an adversary A0 who internally in orporates A and atta ks a single exe ution
of . Intuitively, A0 simulates all exe utions apart from the one in whi h A su eeds in its atta k.
Formally, A0 begins by hoosing uniformly at random an index i 2 f1; : : : ; N g. Then, for all but the
i exe ution of the proto ol, A0 plays the roles of the honest parties in an intera tion with A (this
simulation is internal to A0). However, for the i exe ution, A0 externally intera ts with the honest
parties and passes messages between them and A. The key point to noti e is that the honest parties
hold no se ret inputs and run ea h exe ution independently of the others. Therefore, the simulation
of the on urrent setting by A0 for A is perfe t. Thus, with probability 1=N , the i exe ution is
the one in whi h A su eeds. However, this means that A0 su eeds in breaking the proto ol for a
single exe ution with su ess probability that equals 1=N times the su ess probability of A. This
ontradi ts the stand-alone se urity of .
4

th

th

th

Extensions. Noti e that the proof of Proposition 2.1 goes through as long as the adversary A0

is able to simulate the a tions of the honest parties in all exe utions, ex ept one. Thus, it is
possible to extend Proposition 2.1 to the setting where an independent setup is provided for ea h
exe ution, and so the adversary A0 an still simulate all of the exe utions ex ept for the i one.
This demonstrates that our impossibility results are really due to the use of a ommon setup for
all exe utions. (We note that this extension is of theoreti al interest only; it is hard to on eive of
any setting where an independent setup an be generated for every exe ution.)
th

2.4

Signature S hemes

Our proto ols for authenti ated Byzantine Agreement use se ure signature s hemes. Formally ,
a signature s heme is a triplet of algorithms (Gen; S; V ), where Gen is a probabilisti generator
that outputs a pair of veri ation and signing keys (vk; sk), S is a signing algorithm and V is
a veri ation algorithm. The validity requirement for signature s hemes states that ex ept with
negligible probability, for every message m, V (vk; m; S (sk; m)) = 1, where (vk; sk) Gen(1n);
i.e., honestly generated signatures are almost always a epted. We sometimes denote V (vk; ) by
Vvk () and likewise for S .
The se urity requirement of a signature s heme states that the probability that an eÆ ient
forging algorithm A an su eed in generating a valid forgery is negligible. This should hold even
5

Noti e that there is no priva y requirement whatsoever for these problems; therefore, even the parties' inputs are
not se ret. Indeed, by our formulation, the adversary expli itly hooses them.
5
We follow standard formulations su h as [26℄.
4
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when A is given ora le a ess to a signing ora le (this ora le represents valid signatures that A may
obtain). In order for A to su eed, it must generate a valid signature on a message that was not
queried to the signing ora le. More formally, the following experiment is de ned: The generator
Gen is run, outputting a key-pair (vk; sk ). Then, A is given vk and ora le a ess to the signing
ora le S (sk; ). At the on lusion of the experiment, A outputs a pair (m;  ). Let Qm be the set
of ora le queries made by A. Then, we say that A has su eeded, denoted su eedA (vk; sk) = 1, if
V (vk; m ;   ) = 1 and m 62 Qm . That is, A outputs a message along with a valid signature, and
A did not query its ora le with this message. We are now ready to present the formal de nition of
se urity for signature s hemes:
De nition 5 A signature s heme (Gen; S; V ) is existentially se
if for every probabilisti polynomial-time adversary
large k's

Pr vk;sk
(

)

Gen(1k )

[su

A,

(

ure against hosen-message atta ks

every polynomial

eedA vk; sk

) = 1℄ < p(1k)

()

p

and all suÆ iently

3 Impossibility for Parallel Composition
In this se tion we show that it is impossible to onstru t an authenti ated Byzantine Generals
proto ol that remains se ure under parallel or on urrent omposition, and tolerates a third or
more of the parties being orrupted. This result is analogous to the lower bounds for Byzantine
Generals and Agreement in the plain model, without authenti ation [31, 28℄. We stress that our
result does not merely show that authenti ated Byzantine Generals proto ols do not ne essarily
remains se ure under omposition; rather, we show that one annot onstru t proto ols that will
be se ure in this setting. The results below are stated for stati adversaries and therefore also apply
to adaptive adversaries.
Intuition. Let us rst provide some intuition into why the added power of the prepro essing

step in authenti ated Byzantine Generals does not help when omposition is required. Re all that
this added power is the reason that Authenti ated Byzantine Generals an tolerate more faults in
the standard stand-alone setting. An instru tive step is to rst see how authenti ated Byzantine
Generals proto ols typi ally utilize authenti ation (i.e., digital signatures) in order to in rease
fault toleran e. Consider three parties G, A and B parti ipating in a standard (unauthenti ated)
Byzantine Generals proto ol. Furthermore, assume that during the exe ution A laims to B that
G sent it some message x. Then, B annot di erentiate between the ase that G a tually sent x
to A, and the ase that G did not send this value and A is lying. Thus, B annot be sure that
A really re eived x from G. Indeed, the plain model has been alled the \oral message" model,
in ontrast to the \signed message" model of authenti ated Byzantine Agreement [28℄. The use of
signature s hemes helps to over ome this exa t problem: If G had signed the message x and sent this
signature to A, then A ould forward the signature to B . Sin e A annot forge G's signature, this
would then onstitute a proof that G had indeed sent x to A. Utilizing the unforgeability property
of signatures, it is thus possible to a hieve Byzantine Generals for any number of orrupted parties.
However, the above intuition holds only in a setting where a single exe ution of the agreement
proto ol takes pla e. Spe i ally, if a number of exe utions were to take pla e, then A may send
B a value x along with G's signature on x, yet B would still not know whether G signed x in this
exe ution, or in a di erent ( on urrent or parallel) exe ution. Thus, the mere fa t that A produ es
G's signature on a value does not provide proof that G signed this value in this exe ution. As we
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will see in the proof, this is enough to render the publi -key infrastru ture (and in general, any
set-up) \useless" under parallel omposition.
We start by proving the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1 There does not exist a proto ol for authenti ated Byzantine Generals with three parties
that remains se ure under omposition of two parallel exe utions while tolerating a single stati ally
orrupted party.

Using the te hniques of Lamport et al. [28℄ we extend the above lemma to show that there
does not exist a proto ol for ABG with n parties with more than a third of the parties being
orrupted. Furthermore, as our lemma states the most relaxed requirement for the omposition,
i.e. parallel omposition of only two exe utions, we get the strongest result possible, that is, that
no omposition is possible. Thus we get the following theorem:
Theorem 1 Restated. There does not exist a proto ol for authenti ated Byzantine Generals with
n parties that remains se ure under parallel (and thus on urrent) omposition whi h an tolerate
n/3 or more stati ally orrupted parties.

Proof: Our proof of Lemma 3.1 uses ideas from the proof by Fis her et al. [14℄ that no unau-

thenti ated Byzantine Agreement proto ol with three parties an tolerate one or more orrupted
parties.
Assume, by ontradi tion, that there exists a proto ol  that solves the Byzantine Generals
problem for three parties G, A and B , where one may be orrupt. Furthermore,  remains se ure
even when omposed in parallel twi e. Exa tly as in the proof of Fis her et al. [14℄, we de ne an
imaginary hexagonal system S that \intertwines" two independent exe utions of . That is, let
G ; A , B and G , A and B be independent opies of the three parties parti ipating in . By
independent opies, we mean that G and G are the same party G with the same setup-tape, that
runs in two di erent parallel exe utions of , as de ned in De nition 4. The system S is de ned by
onne ting party A to B (rather than to B ) and party B to A (rather than to A ), as detailed
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Combining two opies of  in a hexagonal system S .
In the system S , party G has input 0 and party G has input 1, and within S , all parties follow
the instru tions of  exa tly. We stress that S is not a Byzantine Generals setting (where the
0

1
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parties are joined in a omplete graph on three nodes), and therefore the de nitions of Byzantine
Generals tell us nothing dire tly of what the parties' outputs should be. However, S is a well-de ned
system and this implies that the parties have well-de ned output distributions. The proof pro eeds
by showing that if  is a orre t Byzantine Generals proto ol, then we arrive at a ontradi tion
regarding the output distribution in S . We begin by showing that G and A always output 0 in
S . (Later we will show other equalities and the ontradi tion will follow.)
We denote by rounds() the upper bound on the number of rounds of  (when run in a Byzantine
Generals setting). By the termination requirement on Byzantine Generals proto ols, rounds() is
well-de ned (and nite). We note that by the ontradi ting assumption,  is se ure under parallel
omposition, and so must halt within rounds() rounds when run in parallel.
Claim 3.2 Ex ept with negligible probability, parties G and A halt within rounds() steps and
output 0 in the system S .
0

0

0

0

Proof:

The intuition behind the proof is very simple. We need to show that utilizing two parallel
exe utions of  we an generate the system S , and then borrowing from the requirements of the
ABG's we dedu e what output the parties in S should have. That is we show that the view of
G and A in S is identi al to that of two honest parties in an ABG proto ol, where the honest
general's input is 0, thus based on the ABG's requirements means that the output of the two
parties needs to be 0. Ti is visually easy to see this laim. Examine the hexagon S and virtually
ollapse both B and B into one party, this shows us how the messages in S are taken from the two
parallel exe utions. The faulty party's only mali ious a tions are redire tion of messages, rather
than a tual faulty behavior. Thus, the following formal proof labors to show rst that the honest
parties, G and A , are in fa t sending messages that they would send as honest parti ipants in an
authenti ated Byzantine Generals proto ol and se ond that the exa t messages whi h the faulty
party sends are di tated by the system S . This is a hieved by showing that a simple redire tion of
messages between two parallel exe utions of an authenti ated BG suÆ es to emulate the system S .
We show that there exists an adversary B who ontrols the two parties B and B who parti ipates in two parallel opies of  and emulates the system S , with respe t to G and A 's view. The
adversary B (and the other honest parties parti ipating in the parallel exe utions) work within a
Byzantine Generals setting where there are well-de ned requirements on their output distribution.
Therefore, by analyzing their output in this parallel exe ution setting, we are able to make laims
regarding their output in the system S .
Before formally proving the above, we introdu e some terminology and notation. A system X
is de ned by a set of parties along with proto ol instru tions for these parties, an adversary along
with a set of orrupted parties, and a set of inputs for all parties. In addition, part of the system
de nition in ludes the network stru ture by whi h the parties are onne ted. Let X be a system
and let P be a party in X . Then, viewX (P ) denotes the view of party P in an exe ution of X ; this
view ontains the ontents of P 's input tape and random tape, along with the series of messages
that it re eived during the exe ution. If the parties within the system are deterministi (in luding
the adversary), then viewX (P ) is a single value (sin e all messages are predetermined by the parties'
strategies and their inputs). If the parties are probabilisti , then viewX (P ) is a random variable
assuming values over P 's view, when all parties' random tapes are hosen uniformly at random.
We de ne two di erent systems and prove some properties of these systems. First, let S be the
above-de ned hexagonal system involving parties G ; G ; A ; A ; B ; and B . As des ribed G has
input 0 and G has input 1. The parties instru tions are to honestly follow the proto ol instru tions
of , that is ea h party generates and sends messages as it would honestly do in an exe ution of
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an authenti ated Byzantine Generals proto ol (Ai behaves like A, et .). The network stru ture is
as shown in Figure 1. (In this system, there is no adversary; formally, the set of orrupted inputs
is empty.)
Next, we de ne a system 2BA that is made up of two parallel exe utions of  (thus de ning the
network stru ture); denote these two exe utions by  and  . In the rst exe ution (i.e., in  ),
party G has input 0 and intera ts with (i.e. is onne ted to) A and B ; in the se ond exe ution
(i.e., in  ), party G has input 1 and intera ts with (i.e. is onne ted to) A and B . Re all
that B and B are independent opies of the party B with the same key tape (as in De nition 4);
likewise for G ; G and A ; A . The un orrupted parties in the system 2BA honestly follow the
instru tions of . Now, we onsider the adversary in these two exe utions. Let B be the adversary
and let the set of orrupted parties be B and B . Intuitively, party B's strategy is to mali iously
generate an exe ution in whi h G 's and A 's view in 2BA is identi al to their view in S . That is,
we will onstru t B su h that view2BA (G ) is distributed exa tly a ording to viewS (G ); likewise,
view2BA (A ) will have the same distribution as viewS (A ). (We remark that if  is deterministi ,
then we will have that view2BA(G ) = viewS (G ) and view2BA(A ) = viewS (A ).) We now des ribe
how B a hieves this: B works by redire ting edges in the two parallel triangles (representing two
parallel exe utions), so that the overall system has the same behavior as S ; see Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Collapsing B and B into a single faulty entity.
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Spe i ally, in 2BA the (A ; B ) and (A ; B ) edges of  and  respe tively are e e tively
removed, and the (A ; B ) and (A ; B ) edges of S are e e tively added in their pla e. B is able
to make su h a modi ation be ause it only involves redire ting messages to and from parties that
it ontrols (i.e., B and B ). Re all that the orrupted party an oordinate between the di erent
exe utions. We now formally des ribe how B works (in the des ription below, msg-2BAi (Pj ; P` )
denotes the message sent from party Pj to party P` in the i round of the 2BA exe ution):
B invokes parties B and B . We stress that B and B follow the instru tions of proto ol 
exa tly. However, B provides them with their in oming messages and sends their outgoing messages
for them. The only mali ious behavior of B is in the redire tion of messages to and from B and
B . A full des ription of B 's ode is as follows (we re ommend the reader to refer to Figure 2 in
order to larify the following):
1. Send outgoing messages of round i: B obtains messages msg-2BAi(B ; G ) and msg-2BAi(B ; A )
from B in exe ution  , and messages msg-2BAi(B ; G ) and msg-2BAi(B ; A ) from B in
 (these are the round i messages sent by B and B to the other parties in system 2BA; as
we have mentioned, B and B ompute these messages a ording to the proto ol de nition
and based on their view).
 In  , B sends G the message msg-2BAi(B ; G ) (this message was indeed intended for
G ), and sends A the message msg-2BAi (B ; A ); noti e that this message was a tually
intended for A .
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 In  , B sends G the message msg-2BAi(B ; G ) and sends A the message msg-2BAi(B ; A ).
2. Obtain in oming messages from round i: B re eives messages msg-2BAi(G ; B ) and msg-2BAi(A ; B )
from G and B in round i of  , and messages msg-2BAi(G ; B ) and msg-2BAi(A ; B ) from
G and A in round i of  .
 B passes B in  the message msg-2BAi(G ; B ), i.e. the message that was originally
intended for it, and the message msg-2BAi(A ; B ) that was intended for B .
 B passes B in  the messages msg-2BAi(G ; B ) and msg-2BAi(A ; B ).
This ompletes the des ription of B, and thus the de nition of the system 2BA.
We now laim that view2BA(Gi); view2BA (Ai) and view2BA (Bi) are distributed exa tly like viewS (Gi);
viewS (Ai ) and viewS (Bi ). We prove the laim by indu tion on the number of steps. Step 1. As the
parties lo ally follow the proto ol orre tly all parties in both 2BA and S generate the same set of
messages to be sent out. In S the messages are sent a ording to the onne tivity of the hexagon.
In 2BA the adversary redire ts to B the messages intended to be sent by A to B ; to A the
messages intended to be sent by B to A ; to B the messages intended to be sent by A to B ; to
A the messages intended to be sent by B to A . An examination of the messages re eived by ea h
party in S and 2BA shows that the distributions of the views of all parties at the end of this step
in the two exe utions are identi al. After j steps the distribution of the views of the parties in the
two systems is identi al. In step j + 1 the parties rst generate the messages that they intend to
send out. The distribution of their views in both systems is the same they generate messages with
the same distribution, as they are orre tly following the proto ol. Again, as in the ase of step 1,
the messages will be sent in S a ording to the hexagon, whi h exa tly mat hes the redire tion of
messages in 2BA.
By the assumption that  is a orre t Byzantine General proto ol that remains se ure under
parallel omposition (even if for only two exe utions), we have that in exe ution  of 2BA, both
G and A halt within rounds() steps and output 0 (ex ept with negligible probability). The fa t
that they both output 0 is derived from the fa t that G is honest and has input 0. Therefore, they
must output 0 in the fa e of any adversary B ontrolling B ; in parti ular this holds with respe t
to the spe i adversary B des ribed above. (We stress that it is very possible that G and A
dete t adversarial behavior. However, the se urity requirements for Byzantine Generals are su h
that even in su h a ase, the parties must halt with \ orre t" output.) Sin e the views of G and
A in S are identi ally distributed to their views in  , we on lude that in the system S they also
halt within rounds() steps and output 0 (ex ept with negligible probability). This ompletes the
proof of the laim.
Using analogous arguments, we obtain the following two laims:
Claim 3.3 Ex ept with negligible probability, parties G and B halt within rounds() steps and
output 1 in the system S .
In order to prove this laim, the adversary is A who ontrols A and A and works in a similar
way to B in the proof of Claim 3.2 above. (The only di eren e is regarding the edges that are
redire ted.)
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We note a ru ial di eren e between this proof and that of Fis her et al. [14℄. In [14℄, the orrupted party B is
able to simulate the entire B0 {G0 {A0 {B1 segment of the hexagon system S by itself. Thus, in a single exe ution of
 with G0 and A0 , party B an simulate the hexagon. Here, due to the fa t that the parties G0 and A0 may have
se ret information that B does not have a ess to, B is unable to simulate their behavior itself. Rather, B needs to
redire t messages from the parallel exe ution of 1 in order to omplete the hexagon.
6
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Claim 3.4 Ex ept with negligible probability, parties
output the same value in the system S .

A0

and

B1

halt within

() steps and

rounds

Similarly, this laim is proven by de ning an adversary G who ontrols G and G and follows a
similar strategy to B in the proof of Claim 3.2 above.
Combining Claims 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 we obtain a ontradi tion. This is be ause, on the one hand
A must output 0 in S (Claim 3.2), and B must output 1 in S (Claim 3.3). On the other hand,
by Claim 3.4, parties A and B must output the same value. We on lude that there does not
exist a 3-party proto ol for Byzantine Generals that tolerates one orruption and omposes twi e
in parallel. This on ludes the proof of the lemma.
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4 Sequential Composition of Deterministi Proto ols
Theorem 1 states that it is impossible to obtain an authenti ated Byzantine Generals proto ol
that remains se ure under parallel omposition if more than a third of the parties are faulty. The
impossibility result holds even if only two parallel exe utions take pla e and even for randomized
proto ols. In this se tion, we onsider a mu h more benign type of omposition and a limited lass
of proto ols. That is, we study the possibility of obtaining deterministi proto ols for authenti ated
Byzantine Generals that remain se ure under sequential omposition. We note that the proto ol
itself must be deterministi , but the setup phase is allowed to be randomized. For more details see
Footnote 2.
We show that any su h proto ol that terminates within r rounds of ommuni ation an remain
se ure for (at most) 2r 1 sequential exe utions. Thus, eÆ ient deterministi proto ols that remain
se ure for any polynomial number of exe utions do not exist. Furthermore, sin e the number of
rounds in the proto ol must be at least linear in the number of times it is to ompose, we rule out
the possibility of obtaining deterministi proto ols that use few rounds and are se ure for a large
number of sequential exe utions. We remark that the urrently known proto ols for (stand-alone)
authenti ated Byzantine Agreement are deterministi [31, 28℄. Furthermore, these proto ols an
a tually be ompletely broken in the se ond exe ution.
The lower bound here is derived by showing that for any deterministi proto ol , r rounds
of the hexagonal system S (see Figure 1) an be simulated in 2r sequential exe utions of . As
we have seen in the proof of Theorem 1, the ability to simulate S results in a ontradi tion to
the orre tness of the Byzantine Generals proto ol . However, a ontradi tion is only derived if
the system S halts. Sin e  terminates within r rounds, the system S also halts within r rounds.
Therefore, a ontradi tion is rea hed if  is run 2r or more times. We on lude that the proto ol
 an remain se ure for at most 2r 1 sequential exe utions.
We remark that in a tuality, one an prove a more general statement that says that for any
deterministi proto ol, r rounds of 2 parallel exe utions of the proto ol an be perfe tly simulated
in 2r sequential exe utions of the same proto ol. More generally, r rounds of k parallel exe utions
of a proto ol an be simulated in k  r sequential exe utions. Thus, essentially, the deterministi
sequential lower bound is derived by redu ing it to the parallel omposition ase of Theorem 1.
That is,
Theorem 2 (Restated.) Let  be a deterministi proto ol for authenti ated Byzantine Generals
that terminates within r rounds of ommuni ation and remains se ure under sequential omposition
for 2r or more exe utions. Then  an tolerate at most t < n=3 stati ally orrupted parties.
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Proof: As we have mentioned, we prove this theorem by showing that a orrupted party in a

(sequential exe ution of a) deterministi authenti ated Byzantine Generals proto ol  for three
parties, an perfe tly simulate r rounds of the hexagonal system S; using 2r sequential exe utions.
Thus the proof here is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1. The main di eren e is that the
adversary builds up two parallel and intertwined exe utions in rementally, by running many sequential exe utions. In ea h step (i.e., proto ol exe ution), an additional message for the parallel
exe ution is generated. This strategy works be ause the proto ol is deterministi . Therefore, it is
possible to start an exe ution from s rat h and send the same series of messages (until a ertain
point), and the honest parties' responses will be identi al to their responses in previous exe utions.
Noti e that the above strategy works even if the setup phase is probabilisti . This is due to the
fa t that the setup information is xed for all exe utions. Therefore, additional proto ol exe utions
relate to the same setup information, as required.
Assume by ontradi tion that there exists a deterministi proto ol for authenti ated Byzantine
Generals  for three parties with the following properties:  tolerates one orrupted party, always
halts after at most r rounds, and is se ure for 2r sequential exe utions. We show that the existen e
of su h a proto ol results in a ontradi tion. Exa tly as in the proof of Theorem 1, we ombine
two opies of  into a hexagonal system S with parties G ; A and B (where G has input 0), and
G ; A and B (where G has input 1). We begin by proving the following laim (that implies an
analogue to Claim 3.2).
Claim 4.1 There exists an adversary B ontrolling party B su h that in the 2r sequential exe ution of , the views of G and A (upon input 0 into that exe ution) are identi al to the respe tive
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views of

G0

and

A0

after

r

rounds of the system S .

B works by simulating the hexagonal system S .
Essentially, this onsists of simulating two parallel exe utions of  (with the edges \redire ted" to
make up S ); re all that this involves intertwining two di erent opies of  (one in whi h G inputs
0, and one in whi h it inputs 1). However, in our setting,  an only be run sequentially, and thus
only one opy of  an be running at any given time. But we utilize the sequential exe utions to
build the simulation of the hexagon step by step, i.e. round i of the hexagon will be simulated by
the 2i 1 and 2i exe utions of . More spe i ally, we will run the rst two sequential exe utions
 and  , and from those two only extra t the messages of the rst round (and disregard the
rest of the omputation). This is exa tly equivalent to the rst step in the parallel ase where we
took the messages of the parties in the rst round, there we simple did the in one time unit as the
proto ols were running in parallel. Now, we move to  and  . We will initiate these proto ols
with the messages that were extra t from  and  and redire t them as ne essary (again exa tly
as in the parallel ase). Here too this pro ess will rst happen in  and afterwards in  . We
let both these proto ols run for two rounds and extra t the se ond round messages (ignoring the
rest of the exe ution). And we pro eed in this manner initiating ea h invo ation with the same
pre x as its prede essor (e.g. the prede essor of i is i ) and adding the new messages that were
extra ted from the prede essors" invo ations (e.g. for  i from  i and  i ). This pro ess
ontinues until we have generated the needed messages for ea h round of the proto ol. This is a
hybrid pro ess for generating a proto ol that is in some sense a omposition of two exe utions,
but as we annot run them in parallel to immediately transfer messages from one to the other this
needs to be done in rounds. We now show how this simulation is a hieved.
Let G and G be identi al opies of G, ex ept that G has input 0 and G has input 1;
likewise de ne A , A , B and B to be identi al opies of A and B , respe tively. The sequential
exe utions are su h that G , A and B run in the 2i exe ution; and G , A and B run in

Proof: In the proof of Theorem 1, adversary
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the 2i 1 exe ution, for 1  i  r. The adversarial party B ontrols B and B , but as in the
proof of Theorem 1, B's mali ious behavior onsists merely of redire ting messages. We denote by
msg` (Pa ; Pb ) the `
message sent by party Pa to party Pb in an exe ution of . Furthermore, i
denotes the index of the round taking pla e in the system S , and j is the index of the exe ution in
the series of sequential exe utions. Adversary B works as follows:
1. i = 1 (simulation of the 1 round of S ):
(a) j = 2i 1 = 1: B invokes B who runs with G and A . Party B re ords the messages
output by B : msgi (B ; G ) and msgi (B ; A ) (we stress that B is run internally
by B and therefore these messages are obtained internally). Furthermore, B re eives and
re ords the in oming messages: msgi (G ; B ) and msgi (A ; B ) (these messages
are re eived by B through external intera tion with G and A ). Finally, B runs the
exe ution until it on ludes, ignoring the ontinuation.
(b) j = 2i = 2: B invokes B who runs with G and A . Party B re ords the messages
output by B : msgi (B ; G ) and msgi (B ; A ). Next, B re eives and re ords the
in oming messages: msgi (G ; B ) and msgi (A ; B ). Finally, B runs the exe ution
until it on ludes, ignoring the ontinuation.
2. i = 2 (simulation of the 2 round of S ):
(a) j = 2i 1: B invokes B who runs with G and A . Party B works as follows (we note
that all the messages sent in this round were obtained in the rst step of exe utions 1
and 2):
 B passes B the messages msgi (G ; B ) and msgi (A ; B ) (informally speaking,
this se ond message is redire ted).
 B sends G the message msgi (B ; G ).
 B sends A the message msgi (B ; A ) (this message is redire ted).
In addition B re eives and re ords the following messages from the se ond round of this
exe ution:
msgi (B ; G ); msgi (B ; A ); msgi (G ; B ) and msgi (A ; B )
Finally, B runs the exe ution until it on ludes, ignoring the ontinuation. We denote
all the messages sent up to this point by j .
(b) j = 2i: B invokes B who runs with G and A . Party B works as follows:
 B passes B the messages msgi (G ; B ) and msgi (A ; B ).
 B sends G the message msgi (B ; G ).
 B sends A the message msgi (B ; A ).
In addition B re eives and re ords the following messages from the se ond round of this
exe ution:
msgi (B ; G ); msgi (B ; A ); msgi (G ; B ) and msgi (A ; B )
Finally, B runs the exe ution until it on ludes, ignoring the ontinuation. We denote
all the messages sent up to this point by j .
3. 3  i  r (simulation of the i round of S ):
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(a) j = 2i 1: B invokes B who runs with G and A . Party B works as follows:
 B runs j
 B passes B the messages msgi (G ; B ) and msgi (A ; B ).
 B sends G the message msgi (B ; G ).
 B sends A the message msgi (B ; A ).
In addition B re eives and re ords the following messages:
msgi (B ; G ); msgi (B ; A ); msgi (G ; B ) and msgi (A ; B )
Finally, B runs the exe ution until it on ludes, ignoring the ontinuation.
(b) j = 2i: B invokes B who runs with G and A . Party B works as follows:
 B runs j
 B passes B the messages msgi (G ; B ) and msg (A ; B ).
 B sends G the message msgi (B ; G ).
 B sends A the message msgi (B ; A ).
In addition B re eives and re ords the following messages:
msgi (B ; G ); msgi (B ; A ); msgi (G ; B ) and msgi (A ; B )
Finally, B runs the exe ution until it on ludes, ignoring the ontinuation.
First, note that at the on lusion of round 2 of the 4th exe ution (j = 4), the views of parties G
and A are identi al to their views at the on lusion of round 2 of S (in parti ular, G sees messages
from A and B , and A sees messages from G and B ). Then, in the sixth sequential exe ution,
B begins by sending G and A the same round 2 messages. Sin e  is a deterministi proto ol,
G and A reply with the same messages as in the fourth exe ution (likewise, the messages they
send to ea h other are the same as in the fourth exe ution). Thus, the round 3 messages that they
re eive (that are omputed based on the messages sent in previous exe utions) are onsistent with
their views in S . Using the same argument, we have that for every i, after i rounds of the 2i
sequential exe ution, the views of G and A are identi al to their views after i rounds of S . This
on ludes the proof of the laim.
Re all that by the ontradi ting assumption,  is a proto ol for Byzantine Generals that always
halts within r rounds and is se ure for 2r sequential exe utions. Thus, in the 2r sequential
exe ution of , we have that G and A both halt within r rounds and output 0 (their output must
equal 0 as G's input is 0). By Claim 4.1, it follows that in S , parties G and A also halt within
r rounds and both output 0. Thus, we obtain the following analogue to Claim 3.2:
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Claim 4.2 Ex ept with negligible probability, parties G0 and A0 halt within r rounds and output 0
in the system S .

The following two laims (analogous to Claims 3.3 and 3.4) an be shown in a similar fashion:
Claim 4.3 Ex ept with negligible probability, parties G1 and B1 halt within r rounds and output 1
in the system S .
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Claim 4.4 Ex ept with negligible probability, parties
the same value in the system S .

A0

and

B1

halt within

r

rounds and output

Combining Claims 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, we rea h a ontradi tion. We thus on lude that there does not
exist a deterministi proto ol for authenti ated Byzantine Generals for three parties that tolerates
one orrupted party, runs for at most r rounds and is se ure for 2r sequential exe utions. As in the
proof of Theorem 1, the general ase of n parties (for any n) is obtained in a standard way. This
ompletes the proof of the theorem.

5 Sequentially Composable Randomized Proto ols
In this se tion we present three results. The rst one is a randomized proto ol for authenti ated
Byzantine Generals for three parties that an tolerate any number of orrupted parties and remains
se ure under sequential omposition. This in return enables us to a hieve our se ond and third
results. The se ond result is a proto ol that tolerates any t < n=2 orrupted parties and has
polynomial omplexity. The third one is a proto ol that an tolerate any number of orrupted
parties, but its ommuni ation omplexity is exponential in the number of parti ipating parties.
Both proto ols are proven se ure against adaptive, polynomial-time adversaries, and are se ure
under sequential omposition.
We start by des ribing our rst result. Denote su h a proto ol by ABG ; . Re all that ABGn;t
denotes an authenti ated Byzantine Generals proto ol for n parties that tolerates up to t orruptions. We rst present a proto ol for ABG ; in Se tion 5.1 and prove that it omposes sequentially.
Then show how it an be used to obtain proto ols for general n in Se tions 5.2 and 5.3.
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The trusted prepro essing phase. The trusted prepro essing phase de ned in De nition 3 is

very strong. First, the trusted party hooses all of the setup strings by itself. Se ond, the pro ess
of sampling the setup strings need not be eÆ ient. De ning the setup in this way strengthens our
impossibility results. However, if su h a strong setup was utilized for obtaining a se ure proto ol
(espe ially, if the setup takes exponential time), then the proto ol would not be of mu h use. We
stress that our proto ols do not require exponential setup, and involve simply hoosing signing and
veri ation keys for a se ure signature s heme. Furthermore, our proto ols even remain se ure if
ea h party hooses its own signing and veri ation key-pair, and publi izes its veri ation-key in
an \ideal way". (For example, it suÆ es for ea h party to pla e its veri ation-key on a ommon
bulletin board that an be a essed by all other parties. The only property required is that a
single veri ation key is identi ed with a given party. We note that it is even possible to allow the
adversary to see the honest party's keys before it hooses its own.)
5.1

Sequentially Composable

ABG3 3
;

We onstru t a (randomized) proto ol ABG ; for three parties that remains se ure under sequential
omposition; denote the parties by G (the General) and P ; P (the re ipients), and denote the
General's input value by x. A ording to De nition 1, parties P and P need to output the same
value x0 (this is the agreement requirement), and furthermore, if G is not orrupt then it must hold
that x0 = x (this is the validity requirement). Termination is also required; however, this is trivially
ful lled by all our proto ols and we therefore ignore it from here on. As is evident from the proof
of the lower bound in Se tion 4, the entral problem in obtaining se urity in the sequential ase is
that orrupted parties an import signed messages from previous exe utions, and it is impossible
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to distinguish between these \old" messages and the urrent signatures. Thus, if some freshness
asso iated with the urrent exe ution ould be introdu ed into the signatures, this would foil the
adversary's a tions. This seems to pla e us in a ir ular argument, be ause agreeing on su h
freshness requires \agreement". Nevertheless, the ase of three parties is di erent: here there are
only two parties who need to re eive ea h signature. Furthermore, it turns out that it suÆ es if
only the parties who are re eiving the signature jointly agree on a fresh string. Fortunately, two
parties an easily agree on a new fresh value: they simply ex hange random messages and ea h
set the fresh string to equal the on atenation of the ex hanged values. These strings are then
sent to the third party. If the sending parties are honest then the third party re eives the same
string from both, but if they are not then the third party may re eive two di erent strings. Now,
in the proto ol that follows whenever the third party signs a message that it sends to the other
two parties, it uses the two (fresh) strings whi h it re eived from the two parties, i.e. the two
strings whi h were generated in the fashion mentioned before. We note that in the proto ol, only
the General G signs messages, and therefore only it needs a publi key. The proto ol is des ribed
in Figure 3. For simpli ity, we assume that the signature s heme is de ned su h that a signature
 = Ssk (m) on m also ontains the value m.
Proto ol 3: Authenti ated Byzantine Generals for Three Parties
Publi input:

Se urity parameter 1k
Publi veri ation key vk asso iated with G

Private input of G: Se ret signing key sk orresponding to vk
A value x to be broad ast
The proto ol:
1. P1 and P2 agree on a random label `, as follows:
(a) P1 and P2 hoose random k -bit strings u1 and u2 , respe tively, and send them to
ea h other.
(b) Ea h party sets ` = u1 Æ u2 , where Æ denotes on atenation.
2. P1 and P2 both send ` to G.
3. Let `i denote the message that G re eived from Pi in the previous round. G omputes
a signature  = Ssk (x; `1 ; `2 ) and sends  to P1 and P2 .
4. P1 and P2 send ea h other the signatures  that they re eived in the previous round.

Output: Let  and  0 denote the signatures that party Pi re eived above (i.e., one from G and
one from Pj ). Then, a value x is said to be valid if  or  0 onstitutes a valid signature on
(x; `1 ; `2 ) and ` 2 f`1 ; `2 g (i.e., Vvk ((x; `1 ; `2 );  ) = 1 and at least one of `1 ; `2 equals the label
` generated in Step 1). The output is omputed as follows:
1. If a re ipient Pi re eived exa tly one valid value x, then it outputs x. Otherwise, it
outputs a default value, say 0.
2. The General G always outputs x.

Figure 3:

ABG3;3

We now prove that Proto ol 3 (in Figure 3) onstitutes a se ure proto ol for ABG ; that remains
se ure under sequential omposition. A tually, sin e Proto ol 3 will be used later in a setting with n
33
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parties, we state a broader laim regarding its se urity under omposition, rather than just proving
se urity under sequential omposition in the three party setting. Spe i ally, we onsider a network
with n parties, where any subset of 3 parties may run any given proto ol exe ution.
Lemma 5.1 Assume that the signature s heme (Gen; S; V ) is existentially se ure against adaptive
hosen-message atta ks. Then, Proto ol 3 is a proto ol for ABG ; that remains se ure under
33

sequential omposition in the following setting. We assume a system of n parties, in whi h any
t  n may be adaptively orrupted. Ea h exe ution of the proto ol an be arried out by any subset
of three parties from the system, where any subset of these three parties an be orrupted.

Proof: We prove the theorem by ontradi tion. Assume that there exists an adaptive polynomial-

time adversary A who invokes many sequential exe utions of Proto ol 3 and su eeds in \breaking"
at least one of the exe utions with non-negligible probability. Given this adversary A, we will
onstru t a forger F who su eeds in breaking the signature s heme (i.e., generating a forgery)
with non-negligible probability. This therefore ontradi ts the se urity of the signature s heme.
Our proof refers to the agreement and validity requirements, as stated in De nition 1 (termination
follows immediately from the proto ol des ription).
In our setting, there are n parties, any number of whi h may be orrupted by the adversary.
Therefore, any individual exe ution of Proto ol 3 may involve 0, 1, 2 or 3 orrupted parties. First,
if all parties are honest, then the agreement and validity requirements learly hold. On the other
extreme, if all the parties are orrupted, then there are no requirements on the proto ol and
therefore se urity holds by default. We next show that if two parties are orrupted and so only a
single party is honest, then se urity holds easily. Spe i ally, agreement holds va uously no matter
what the honest party outputs. Regarding the validity requirement: If the General G is the (single)
honest party, then by Proto ol 3, it always outputs x and so validity holds. On the other hand,
if G is orrupted, then there is no validity requirement. The above arguments hold irrespe tive of
the number of exe utions of the proto ol. We therefore on lude that the agreement and validity
requirements hold for all exe utions of Proto ol 3 where 0, 2 or 3 parties are orrupted.
It follows that the only ase in whi h either the agreement or validity requirements an be foiled
is where exa tly one party is orrupted (and the other two are honest). We rst prove that when
the General G is orrupted, then agreement holds (re all that there is no validity requirement in
this ase). In this ase both, P and P are honest, thus they both hold the same label ` and both
see the same signatures  and 0 (re all that they send ea h other these signatures in Step 4).
Therefore, a value x is valid for P if and only if it is valid for P . This implies that they both
either output the same x or the default value 0. As above, this argument holds irrespe tive of the
number of exe utions (and is also not dependent on the se urity of the signature s heme).
It remains to be proven that the agreement and validity properties hold when the General G
and one of the re ipients P or P are honest. In this ase, agreement implies validity be ause G
always outputs its input value x. Therefore, if agreement is ful lled, then the honest re ipient must
also output x, thereby ful lling the validity requirement. To prove that agreement hold, we show
that if an adversary A an foil the agreement in an exe ution where the General is honest, then we
an onstru t a forger F for the signature s heme (Gen; S; V ). The basi idea for the proof is to
rst observe that G always outputs x and transfers a valid signature on x to the honest re eiver.
Thus, if the agreement property was foiled, it must be the ase that the re eiver has re eived
another valid signature on a di erent value x0. This an happen if the random string generated by
the honest party was already used in the past (whi h is highly unlikely) or that the faulty party
has managed in forging a signature under G's signature key, whi h is a violation of the se urity
properties of the signature s heme. We follow this idea to build a forger. The forger F re eives a
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publi veri ation-key vk as input, and is given a ess to a signing ora le Ssk () asso iated with this
key. F begins by hoosing one of the parties at random, say Pj , and asso iates the veri ation-key
vk with this party. Intuitively, with probability 1=n, this is the party that plays the General when
A foils the agreement. For all other parties, the forger F hooses a key pair, for whi h it knows
both the signing and veri ation keys. F gives the adversary A all of the publi veri ation keys
and, in addition, the se ret signing keys of all the initially orrupted parties. Then, F internally
invokes A and simulates the roles of the honest parties in the sequential exe utions of Proto ol 3,
with A as the adversary. In parti ular, F works as follows:
 In all exe utions where the re ipient/s P and/or P are not orrupted, F plays their role,
following the proto ol exa tly as spe i ed. This is straightforward as the re ipients do not
use signing keys during su h an exe ution.
 In all exe utions where the General is some un orrupted party Pl 6= Pj , the forger F plays
the role of Pl , following the proto ol and using the signing-key that it initially asso iated with
Pl .
 In all exe utions where the General is the un orrupted Pj , the forger F plays the role of
Pj following the proto ol. However, in this ase, F does not have the asso iated signingkey. Nevertheless, it does have a ess to the signing ora le asso iated with vk (whi h is Pj 's
publi veri ation-key). Therefore, F omputes these signatures by a essing its ora le. In
parti ular, for labels ` ; ` that it re eives during the simulation, it queries the signature
ora le for  = Ssk (x; ` ; ` ).
 Corruptions: If at any point, A orrupts a party Pl 6= Pj , then F hands A the signing-key
that is asso iated with Pl (this is the only se ret information that Pl has). On the other hand,
if at any point A orrupts Pj , then F aborts (and does not su eed in forging).
Throughout the above-des ribed simulation, F monitors ea h exe ution and waits for an exe ution
in whi h exa tly one party is orrupt and the agreement is foiled. If no su h exe ution o urs, then
F aborts. Otherwise, in the rst foiled exe ution, F he ks if the un orrupted Pj is the General in
this exe ution. If not, then F aborts (without su eeding in generating a forgery). Otherwise, we
have an exe ution in whi h Pj is the General and agreement is foiled. In su h a ase, F su eeds
in generating a forgery as follows.
As we have mentioned, agreement an only be foiled in an exe ution where exa tly one party is
orrupted. Sin e by assumption Pj = G is not orrupted, we have that one of the re ipients Pi or
Pi0 is orrupted. For the sake of larity, below we will refer to the parties as G, P and P where,
without loss of generality, P is the orrupted party. We note that F plays the roles of both honest
parties G and P in the simulation. Now, sin e the agreement was foiled, we know that P does
not output G's input value x, whi h means that it outputted some value x0 6= x. However, sin e
G is honest, x is learly a valid value for P . Therefore, it must be that the value x0 outputted by
P is the default value, and P re eived two valid values x and x0 . This implies that P re eived
two di erent orre t signatures that in lude the label ` generated in this exe ution. However, F
only a essed its signing ora le on e in this exe ution (for signing on the value x, in luding the
labels). Therefore, F has obtained a valid signature on a value that was not queried to its ora le in
this exe ution. It remains to show that this value was also not queried in any previous exe ution.
However, this follows from the fa t that the label ` is in luded in this \forgery", and this label
in ludes random k-bit strings that were generated in the urrent exe ution. Therefore, ex ept with
negligible probability, the label ` did not appear in any previous exe ution. We on lude that F
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obtained a valid signature on a value that was not queried to the signing ora le at any stage. This
signature therefore onstitutes a su essful forgery, as required.
It remains to analyze the probability that F su eeds in this forgery. First, it is easy to see
that when F does not abort, the simulation of the sequential exe utions is perfe t, and A's view
in this simulation is identi al to a real exe ution. Furthermore, the probability that Pj is the
identity of the (un orrupted) General in the rst foiled agreement equals 1=n exa tly. We note that
the fa t that Pj is hosen ahead of time makes no di eren e be ause the simulation is perfe t (in
parti ular, using the signing ora le Ssk () is exa tly the same as generating the signatures using sk).
Therefore, the hoi e of Pj by F does not make any di eren e to the behavior of A. We on lude
that F su eeds in forging with probability 1=n times the probability that A su eeds in foiling the
agreement, whi h is non-negligible. This ontradi ts the se urity of the signature s heme.
5.2

Sequentially Composable

ABG

2

n;n=

In this se tion, we use Proto ol 3 in order to obtain a proto ol that remains se ure under sequential
omposition, and tolerates t < n=2 orruptions. We re all that Fitzi and Maurer [17℄ present a
proto ol for the Byzantine Generals problem that tolerates any t < n=2 orrupted parties, using
an ideal 3-party broad ast hannel. Their proto ol is in the standard (unauthenti ated) model
and makes no omplexity assumptions (i.e., it is in the information-theoreti model). The 3-party
broad ast hannel that they use enables them to bypass the lower bound of t < n=3 [31, 28℄). As we
have shown in Se tion 5.1, given a publi -key infrastru ture for signature s hemes, it is possible to
implement se ure broad ast among three parties that remains se ure under sequential omposition.
Thus, a proto ol for ABGn;n= is derived by substituting the ideal 3-party broad ast primitive in
the proto ol of Fitzi and Maurer [17℄ with Proto ol 3. Sin e Proto ol 3 and the proto ol of Fitzi
and Maurer [17℄ both remain se ure under sequential omposition, the same is true of the resulting
proto ol.
2

Theorem 4 Assume that there exists a signature s heme that is existentially se ure against hosenmessage atta ks. Then, there exists a randomized proto ol for authenti ated Byzantine Generals that
tolerates t < n=2 adaptive orruptions and remains se ure under sequential omposition.

Proof: As des ribed above, a proto ol ABGn;n=2 that remains se ure under sequential omposition

an be onstru ted by ombining the BGn;n= proto ol of [17℄ with Proto ol 3 for ABG ; (re all
that by Lemma 5.1, Proto ol 3 remains se ure under sequential omposition played by various
3-party subsets of the n parties). Spe i ally, ea h time that parties ommuni ate using the ideal
3-party broad ast hannel in the proto ol of [17℄, this ommuni ation is repla ed by an exe ution
of Proto ol 3. All the exe utions of ABG ; an be made sequential by setting a xed s hedule
for these exe utions in the proto ol spe i ation. We all this the ombined proto ol. Intuitively,
sin e the Proto ol 3 is se ure under sequential omposition, it simulates the ideal 3-party broad ast
hannel, ex ept with negligible probability. Now, by Proposition 2.1, the proto ol of [17℄ remains
se ure under on urrent (and thus sequential) omposition, when using an ideal 3-party broad ast.
Therefore, the ombined proto ol using only a standard point-to-point network must also remain
se ure under sequential omposition. (Note that this is not immediate be ause Proto ol 3 has
only been proven se ure when it is the only proto ol being run sequentially, whereas here it is run
together with the proto ol of [17℄. Nevertheless, the formal proof below works by showing how it
is possible to simulate an exe ution of the proto ol [17℄ while atta king sequential exe utions of
Proto ol 3 only.)
Formally, we show that if the ombined proto ol for ABGn;n= an be broken, then this yields
an adversary that an break either the proto ol of [17℄ under sequential omposition, or Proto ol 3
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under sequential omposition. That is, assume by ontradi tion that there exists an adversary
A running many sequential exe utions of the ombined proto ol, su h that with non-negligible
probability, A auses either the validity or agreement requirements to not hold in at least one
exe ution of the ombined proto ol. Then, there are two possibilities:
1. All of the exe utions of Proto ol 3 terminate su essfully, ex ept with negligible probability:
In this ase, we onstru t an adversary A0 for the proto ol of [17℄ that uses an ideal 3party broad ast between all triples of parties. The adversary A0 internally simulates for A
the messages sent by the honest parties in the exe utions of Proto ol 3. Spe i ally, if an
honest party broad asts a message x on the 3-party broad ast hannel in the exe ution of the
proto ol of [17℄, then A0 simulates that party broad asting x using Proto ol 3. Likewise, when
A broad asts a value using Proto ol 3 in the internal simulation of the ombined proto ol,
then A0 plays the honest re ipients in this exe ution. At the on lusion of the simulation of
this exe ution of Proto ol 3, adversary A0 playing the honest re ipients re eives a value x0 .
(Note that both re ipients are guaranteed to re eive the same x0.) A0 then broad asts x0 to
the appropriate re ipients on the ideal 3-party broad ast hannel. We note that A0 an deal
with adaptive orruptions during the simulation, be ause the honest parties in Proto ol 3
have no se ret information.
Noti e rst that every exe ution of Proto ol 3 that terminates \su essfully" (i.e., where
validity and agreement hold) perfe tly simulates an ideal 3-party broad ast. Therefore, sin e
Proto ol 3 is orre t ex ept with negligible probability, the above simulation by A0 is perfe t
ex ept with negligible probability. This implies that the probability that A0 auses either the
validity or agreement requirements to not hold in at least one exe ution of the proto ol of [17℄
is at most negligibly far from the probability that A auses either the validity or agreement
requirements to not hold in at least one exe ution of the ombined proto ol. Thus, by the
ontradi ting assumption, A0 \breaks" the proto ol of [17℄ with non-negligible probability,
within the setting of sequential omposition. This ontradi ts the se urity of [17℄ (re all
that by Proposition 2.1, stand-alone se urity of unauthenti ated Byzantine Generals implies
se urity under on urrent, and thus sequential, omposition).
2. With non-negligible probability, at least one of the exe utions of Proto ol 3 terminates su h
that validity or agreement does not hold: This does not immediately yield a ontradi tion
be ause A \breaks" one of the exe utions of Proto ol 3, when being run as a subproto ol
within the proto ol of [17℄. In ontrast, the se urity of Proto ol 3 has only been proven
within the ontext of sequential omposition, where it is the only proto ol being run by the
parties. Nevertheless, an adversary A0 an be onstru ted for the sequential omposition of
Proto ol 3 in a straightforward way, as follows. A0 internally invokes A and simulates all
of the honest parties for the messages of the proto ol of [17℄. Furthermore, when a party is
supposed to broad ast a value x in this simulation, then A0 sets the appropriate party's input
for Proto ol 3 to x. (Re all that in the setting of sequential omposition, the adversary an
set the parties' inputs for every exe ution; see De nition 4). Then, A0 forwards the messages
in this exe ution of Proto ol 3 between A and the honest parti ipating parties. This perfe tly
simulates an exe ution of the ombined proto ol for A. Furthermore, the honest parties run
the sequential exe utions of Proto ol 3 in the same way here as in a real exe ution of the
ombined proto ol, due to the sequential manner in whi h Proto ol 3 substitutions were
introdu ed into the ombined proto ol (see the beginning of the proof). Therefore, A0 breaks
one of the exe utions of Proto ol 3 in this setting of sequential omposition with the same
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probability that A breaks an exe ution of Proto ol 3 within the ombined proto ol. That is,
A0 breaks Proto ol 3 with non-negligible probability, in ontradi tion to Lemma 5.1.
Both above possibilities results in a ontradi tion. We therefore on lude that the ombined proto ol is a proto ol for ABGn;n= that remains se ure under sequential omposition.
2

Round omplexity. The proto ol des ribed in the proof of Theorem 4 has a higher round

omplexity than the original proto ol of [17℄. This is due to the fa t that the exe utions of Proto ol 3
must be run sequentially, whereas the 3-party ideal broad ast hannel of [17℄ an be used in parallel.
Nevertheless, using the methodology of Se tion 6, it is possible to redu e the round omplexity to
be of the same order as the original proto ol of [17℄. The idea is that the proto ol spe i ation
an number ea h exe ution, thus providing unique identi ers. Then, as shown in Se tion 6, this
enables the exe utions to be run se urely in parallel or even on urrently, thus redu ing the round
omplexity. Of ourse, the same identi ers will be reused in di erent exe utions of the overall
proto ol, but these ones are run sequentially. Thus, the proto ol still remains se ure under sequential
omposition be ause the addition of the identi ers requires only small modi ations to the proof
of Lemma 5.1.
5.3

Sequentially Composable

ABG

n;n

, (for small

n)

In this se tion we des ribe a proto ol for the Byzantine Generals problem for n parties, that
an tolerate any number of orrupted parties. However, the proto ol omplexity (spe i ally, the
number of messages sent) is exponential in the number of parti ipating parties (a tually, for n
parties the proto ol uses O(2n n!) messages). Therefore, this proto ol an only be eÆ iently arried
out for n = log k= log log k parties, where k is the se urity parameter. We stress that this limitation
on the number of parties is due to two reasons. First, we wish the proto ol to run in time that is
polynomial in the se urity parameter k. Se ond, we use a signature s heme and this is only se ure
for polynomial-time adversaries and a polynomial number of signatures.
Our proto ol is onstru ted by presenting a transformation that takes a proto ol ABGn ;n
(for n 1 parties) that (tolerates any number of orrupted parties and) remains se ure under
sequential omposition, and produ es a proto ol ABGn;n that remains se ure under sequential
omposition. This transformation an then be iteratively applied to Proto ol 3 for ABG ; in order
to obtain a proto ol ABGn;n, for any n.
The idea for the transformation is losely related to the ideas behind the proto ol for Byzantine
Generals for three parties. Re all that our solution for the three-party broad ast assumes two-party
broad ast (whi h is trivial). Using two-party broad ast, agreement on a fresh label an be rea hed.
Having agreed on this label, the point-to-point ommuni ations with the General are suÆ ient.
Ea h party sends its laimed fresh label to the General, and the General in ludes the two re eived
labels inside any signature that it produ es. Our general transformation will work in the same
manner. We use the ABGn ;n proto ol to have all parties (apart from the General) agree on a
fresh label. Then, ea h party privately sends this label to the General, who then in ludes all labels
in its signatures. Finally, ea h party uses ABGn ;n again to notify all other parties (ex ept the
General) of the signature that it laims to have re eived from the General. Thus, we prove:
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Theorem 7 Assume that there exists a signature s heme that is existentially se ure against hosenmessage atta ks, for adversaries running in time poly(k). Then, there exists an authenti ated
Byzantine Generals proto ol for O(log k= log log k) parties, that tolerates any number of orrupted
parties and remains se ure under sequential omposition.
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Proof: As des ribed above, Theorem 7 is proven by providing a transformation of any proto ol

for ABGn ;n that remains se ure under sequential omposition into a proto ol for ABGn;n that
remains se ure under sequential omposition. The transformation is then applied to Proto ol 3 for
ABG ; , yielding the desired result. The reason that se urity is obtained for only O (log k= log log k )
parties is due to the omplexity of the nal proto ol, as will be shown later. We begin by presenting
the transformation in Figure 4.
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Proto ol 4: Authenti ated Byzantine Generals for
Publi input:

n Parties

Se urity parameter 1k
Publi keys vk1 ; : : : ; vkn asso iated with parties P1 ; : : : ; Pn

Private input of Pi : Se ret key ski orresponding to vki
The General G = Pn also has a value x to be broad ast
The proto ol:
1. P1 ; :::; Pn 1 agree on a random label `, as follows:
(a) For every i (1  i  n 1), Pi hooses a random k -bit string ui and plays the
General in an exe ution of ABGn 1;n 1 in order to broad ast ui to the rest of the
re ipients (i.e., to all Pj 6= Pn ). All these exe utions are run sequentially.7
(b) Ea h party sets ` = Æin=11 ui , where Æ denotes on atenation.
2. Ea h Pi (1  i  n 1) sends ` to G.
3. Let `i denote the message that G re eived from Pi in the previous round. G omputes
a signature SskG (x; `1 ; :::; `n 1 ) and sends  to all parties P1 ; : : : ; Pn 1 .
4. Let i denote the message that Pi re eived from G. Then, for every i (1  i  n 1),
Pi plays the General in an exe ution of ABGn 1;n 1 in order to broad ast i to the rest
of the re ipients (i.e., to all Pj 6= Pn ). All these exe utions are run sequentially.7

Output: Let 1 ; : : : ; n 1 denote the signatures that party Pi re eived above (i.e., i from G and
all other signatures j from parties Pj ). Then, a value x is said to be valid if there exists a
j 2 f1; : : : ; n 1g su h that the signature j onstitutes a valid signature on a string beginning
with x and in luding the label `, as generated above in Step 1. Output is omputed as follows:
1. If a re ipient Pi re eived exa tly one valid value x, then it outputs x. Otherwise, it
outputs a default value, say 0.
2. The General G always outputs x.

Figure 4: Transformation from ABGn

1;n

1

to ABGn;n

is a Byzantine Generals proto ol for n 1 parties that
tolerates any number of orrupted parties and remains se ure under sequential omposition. Then,
Proto ol 4 is an authenti ated Byzantine Generals proto ol for n parties that tolerates any number
of orrupted parties and remains se ure under sequential omposition.

Proposition 5.2 Assume that ABGn

1;n

1

Proof (sket h): The proof of this theorem is very similar to the proof of Lemma 5.1; we therefore
7
These exe utions an a tually be run in parallel using the methodology des ribed in Se tion 6, in a similar way
to that des ribed at the end of Se tion 5.2.
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present only a sket h. We distinguish between exe utions where the General G is orrupt and
exe utions where it is honest:
G is orrupt: In this ase we only need to prove that all honest parties will output the same
value(i.e. agreement . This follows dire tly from the orre tness of the ABGn ;n proto ol.
Spe i ally, the use of ABGn ;n to broad ast the ui's guarantees that all honest parties
re eive the same ui values and therefore set the same label `. In addition, by the se ond use
of ABGn ;n to broad ast the re eived signatures we have that all honest parties will obtain
the same set of signatures  ; : : : ; n . Therefore, if a value x is valid for one honest party,
then it is also valid for every other honest party. This implies that all honest parties either
output the same value x or the default value. We note that this holds irrespe tive of how
many exe utions have passed, and therefore also in the setting of sequential omposition.
G is honest: In this ase, we need to show that all honest parties output G's input value x. As in
the previous ase, all honest parties set the same label ` and all honest parties re eive the same
signature  that begins with x and in ludes the label `. By the se urity of ABGn ;n , it
follows that x is a valid value for all honest parties. However, this does not suÆ e for proving
that the honest parties output x, be ause it is possible that a orrupted party broad asts a
valid signature 0 that begins with some x0 6= x and in ludes the label `. This is not possible,
ex ept with negligible probability, be ause it involves forging a signature. Spe i ally, sin e
the label ` in ludes the random strings ui sent by the honest parties, it is di erent from the
label used in all previous exe utions (ex ept with negligible probability). Therefore, any valid
signature on x0 and ` must have been generated by the adversary.
This ompletes the proof of Proposition 5.2.
It remains to analyze the omplexity of Proto ol 4 for n parties. This an be omputed re ursively as
follows. A single exe ution of Proto ol 4 requires 2(n 1) exe utions of ABGn ;n for broad asting
all the ui and i values, plus a xed amount of work that is polynomial in n and k (we denote this
by poly(n; k)). This yields the following formula, where T (n) denotes the omplexity of ABGn;n:
T (n) = 2(n
1)  T (n 1) + poly(n; k): (Re all that T (3) is a xed polynomial in k, as shown in
Proto ol 3.) Solving this re ursion, we obtain that T (n) = O(2n  n!  poly(n; k)), whi h is polynomial
in k as long as n = O(log k= log log k). This ompletes the proof of Theorem 7.
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5.4

1

1

Additional Sequentially-Composable Proto ols

We obtain additional results by plugging Proto ol 4 into the broad ast proto ols of [10℄. Spe i ally,
in [10℄ it is shown that given a primitive that a hieves broad ast amongst b parties (with any number
of orruptions), it is possible to onstru t a broad ast proto ol tolerating t < n b n orruptions.
Furthermore, their proto ol is polynomial as long as b = O(1). Thus, for example, it is possible
to use Proto ol 4 to a hieve broad ast among any 5 parties. Plugging this into [10℄, we obtain a
broad ast proto ol that tolerates any t < n number of orruptions. We thus obtain a polynomial
proto ol for any n that tolerates more than n=2 orruptions. We remark that by running the
exe utions of Proto ol 4 inside the proto ol of [10℄ sequentially, we obtain that the entire proto ol
remains se ure under sequential omposition.
We remark that the above is just an example and we an plug in the instantiation of Proto ol 4
for 19 parties and obtain toleran e in the fa e of t < 9n=10 orruptions. In general, for any onstant
 it is possible to a hieve toleran e in the presen e of t < (1 )n orruptions by using Proto ol 4 to
obtain a proto ol for b =  + 1 parties and then plugging this into the proto ol of [10℄. Noti e that
2
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sin e  is onstant, so too is b and thus Proto ol 4 is polynomial. We therefore have the following
theorem:
Theorem 8 Assume that there exists a signature s heme that is existentially se ure against hosen-

message atta ks. Then, for any onstant 0 <  < 1 there exists a randomized authenti ated Byzantine Generals proto ol for any number n parties, that tolerates t < (1 )n orrupted parties and
remains se ure under sequential omposition.

6 Authenti ated Byzantine Generals using Unique Identi ers
In this se tion we onsider an augmentation to the authenti ated model in whi h ea h exe ution is
assigned a unique and ommon identi er. We show that in su h a model, it is possible to a hieve
Byzantine Generals that omposes on urrently, for any number of orrupted parties. We stress
that in the authenti ated model itself, it is not possible for the parties to agree on unique and ommon identi ers without some external help. This is be ause by the results of this se tion, agreeing
on a ommon identi er amounts to solving the Byzantine Generals problem under on urrent omposition, and we have proven that this annot be a hieved for t  n=3: Therefore, these identi ers
must ome from outside the system (and as su h, assuming their existen e is an augmentation to
the authenti ated model).
Intuitively, the existen e of unique identi ers helps in the authenti ated model for the following
reason. Re all that our impossibility result is based on the ability of the adversary to borrow
signed messages from one exe ution to another. Now, if ea h signature also in ludes the unique
session identi er, then the honest parties an easily distinguish between messages signed in this
exe ution and messages signed in a di erent exe ution. It turns out that this is enough. That
is, we give a transformation of proto ols for authenti ated Byzantine Generals to proto ols that
ompose on urrently in a setting where unique identi ers exist. Thus, the simple idea that enables
the omposition is to in lude the unique identi er under the signature. Our transformation holds
for proto ols that utilize the signature s heme for signing and verifying only (as is natural). We
formally de ne our transformation:
The transformation. Let (Gen; S; V ) be a se ure signature s heme and let id be a string (of any

length). We de ne (Gen; Sid ; Vid ) as follows: Sid(sk; m) = S (sk; id Æ m) and Vid (vk; m; )V (vk; id Æ
m;  ), where Æ denotes on atenation. That is, (Gen; Sid ; Vid ) are the same as (Gen; S; V ) ex ept
that the message m is always pre xed by the string id.
Let  be a proto ol for authenti ated Byzantine Generals that uses a se ure signature s heme
(Gen; S; V ) for signing and veri ation of signatures only. We de ne a modi ed proto ol (id) that
is exa tly the same as  ex ept that the parties use the signature s heme (Gen; Sid ; Vid ) as de ned
above. We note that the ommon value id is given to ea h party as auxiliary input.
Let  be a proto ol whose se urity is based on an existentially se ure signature s heme (used
for signing only), where the se urity proof redu tion is done without a ess to a signing ora le. As
the proto ol (id) onsiders signatures as valid only on a subset of the message spa e, i.e. messages
that start with id, we would like to spe ify the se urity of (id) while taking this into a ount.
That is ensuring the se urity of (id) while allowing the atta ker a ess to valid signatures on
the rest of the message spa e, i.e. all messages that do not start with the string id. We say the
proto ol (id) is subset se ure if it remains se ure when the adversary an query the signature of
any message whose pre x is not id.
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In the following theorem we show that the above simple transformation and se urity requirements
from the proto ol suÆ e for a hieving se urity in a setting where many on urrent exe utions take
pla e, as long as ea h exe ution has a unique identi er.
Theorem 6 Restated. Let (id) be a proto ol for authenti ated Byzantine Generals, obtained from
a proto ol  for ABG as des ribed above, that is subset se ure for a single exe ution when using
a signature s heme that is existentially se ure against hosen-message atta ks. Furthermore, the
(honest) parties use their se ret keys for signing and verify signatures only. Let id1 ; : : : ; id` be
a series of ` distin t equal-length strings 8 . Then the proto ols (id1 ); : : : ; (id` ) all solve the
Byzantine Generals problem, even when run on urrently.

Proof: Intuitively, the se urity of the proto ols (id1 ); : : : ; (id` ) is due to the fa t that signatures

from (idi ) annot be of any help to the adversary in (idj ), as it is subset se ure. That is,
it remains se ure even with a ess to additional signatures under the same signing key. In the
on urrent exe ution the other proto ols will serve as ora les to the signature s heme, but this will
not help in breaking the single exe ution. This proof is almost straight forward from the de nition
of the subset se urity of the proto ol (id), and from the fa t that in (idj ), the honest parties
reje t any signature on a message that begins with an identi er that is not idj . Sin e idi 6= idj ,
we have that signatures sent in (idi ) are of no help in (idj ). Our formal proof of this intuition
pro eeds by showing how an adversary for a single exe ution of (id) an internally simulate the
on urrent exe utions of (id ); : : : ; (id` ), thereby redu ing the se urity of the on urrent setting
to the stand-alone setting.
Assume that there is an adversary A who su essfully atta ks the on urrent exe utions of
(id ); : : : ; (id` ). We will use it to build an adversary Aid to su essfully atta k a single exe ution
of (id) for some string id. This then ontradi ts the se urity of the underlying proto ol (id).
Now, assume by ontradi tion that A su eeds in \breaking" one of the (idi ) exe utions with nonnegligible probability. The adversary Aid internally in orporates A and atta ks a single exe ution
of (id). Intuitively, Aid internally simulates all exe utions for A, ex ept for the one in whi h A
su eeds in its atta k. Spe i ally, Aid rst uniformly at random sele ts an exe ution i 2 f1; : : : ; `g
and sets id = idi . Next, Aid invokes A and emulates the on urrent exe utions of (id ); : : : ; (id` )
for A. Adversary Aid does this by playing the roles of the honest parties in all but the i exe ution
(idi ). In ontrast, in (idi ) adversary Aid externally intera ts with the honest parties and passes
messages between them and A. When Aid needs to produ e a signature for a message of an
honest party whose pre x is di erent than id then it a ess the signature ora le. Note, that Aid
never queries the ora le on messages whose pre x is id. Therefore, the emulation by Aid of the
on urrent exe utions for A is perfe t. This implies that Aid su eeds in \breaking" (id) with
su ess probability that equals 1=` times A's su ess probability in the on urrent setting. Thus,
Aid su eeds with non-negligible probability and this ontradi ts the stand-alone subset se urity of
(id).
1

1

1

th

Claim 6.1 Let  be the se ure proto ol in (either) [31, 28℄ for authenti ated Byzantine Generals

that uses a signature s heme whi h is existentially se ure against hosen message atta ks. Let (id)
be a transformation as above. Then (id) is a subset se ure authenti ated Byzantine Generals
proto ol.

It is easy to verify the above laim by a simple modi ation of their proofs. We therefore obtain
the following theorem:
8

More generally, any set of ` pre x-free strings suÆ e.
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Theorem 9 Assume that there exists a signature s heme that is existentially se ure against adap-

tive hosen message atta ks. Then, in a model where global unique identi ers are allo ated to
ea h exe ution, there exist proto ols for authenti ated Byzantine Generals that tolerate any t < n
orruptions and remain se ure under on urrent omposition.

7 Open Problems
Our work leaves open a number of natural questions. First, an unresolved question is whether or not
it is possible to onstru t randomized proto ols for authenti ated Byzantine Generals that remain
se ure under sequential omposition, for any n and any number of orrupted parties. Se ond, it
is unknown whether or not it is possible to onstru t a deterministi proto ol that terminates in r
rounds and remains se ure for ` sequential exe utions, for some 2  `  2r 1. Another question
that arises from this work is to nd a realisti omputational model for Byzantine Agreement that
does allow parallel and on urrent omposition for n=3 or more orrupted parties.
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